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Perfect for the child who loves friendly farm animals, this interactive book features bold pop-ups that

make stuffed animal versions of a cow, pig, dog, and more suddenly appear on the pages when the

flaps are lifted.With fun surprises on every page, Farm Peekaboo! enhances the reading experience

and builds an early learning foundation. As young children explore the spreads, they will learn to

recognize, name, and describe different objects.DK's Peekaboo! series makes the most of the

interactive game that babies love to play with big, bold flaps that reveal adorable babies, toys,

animals, and more. Touch-and-feel elements add to the fun. Aiding in the development of memory

and thinking and sensory skills, this series will teach toddlers how to recognize, name, and explore

different objects.
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My little one loves this book. Its super cute that its a hide-n-seek peekaboo book with farm animals.

Teaches them farm animal noises and is also great for little ones who like touch and feel books too.

Its a great book and I highly recommend it.

I ordered this for a "farm-house" themed diaper cake and it turned out perfect. Great quality and

very cute.

This has been my sons favorite book from when he was six months old until now (9.5mo). Great



photos, photos of real babies, sturdy construction, super cute

I love this book. I love the thickness of the flaps and the pages, and the illustrations are adorable!

Also it has nice big patches of "animal fur" for my daughter to feel and large thick pages that don't

seem to get damaged easily with a little light chewing lol ... i'd buy again :)

My two year old loves this book! The pages and flaps are sturdy.

I recently purchased this book to read to my newborn. He is almost 3 months old and really focuses

on the pictures. He really loves the sparkly stars on the last page. Each page has a different farm

animal, we make the animal noise as we read the book to him. I am sure this is a book that will grow

with him for at least the next several months. This book is a bigger size than most board books. This

makes it much easier to hold when you are also holding a squirming baby. Overall a great purchase.

Cute book. My nephew loved it.

Baby loves these pop-up books!
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